As an important part of disaster emergency response technology, failure detection technology is the foundation of the whole disaster emergency system. In this paper, an adaptive heartbeat detection mechanism GTFD based on grey system theory is studied, with the general armament department test message system as the background. The reliability and real-time of detection mechanism are improved by prediction of failure probability of occurrence and warning which based on a small amount of message on the system monitoring.
Introduction
The grey system [1] [2] is an important theory to solve problem with uncertain factors, such as incomplete parameters，imperfect construction，incomplete factor message, which can obtain the knowledge and understanding of all the message through incomplete and uncertain message. There are problems of a small amount of monitoring message and incomplete parameters in the failure detection determining process of the general armament department test message system, which accord with the "little data uncertainty" application background of the grey system theory. In this paper, in order to solve the problems complex computation, high time cost to acquire accuracy [3] , GTFD (Grey Trends Failure Detection) failure detection method is proposed combined with the gray system theory, which can be the supplement of the traditional method. With certain intelligence, the proposed method can make the prediction more practical.
GTFD algorithm
GTFD algorithm use in PULL mode heartbeat detection method [4] which has higher reliability and pertinence, applying the grey system theory to the detection process. Its core idea is to use a differential equation represented by a grey prediction model of a degree, then calculate time grey value of the next received message through all the previous heartbeat detection times, and finally determine whether the node has failed through the actual arrival time.
The implementation process is mainly divided into four stages: heartbeat detection, grey dynamic prediction model establishment, prediction model test, prediction and detection phase, as shown in figure 1 . Also the Crash-stop model is described as follows with the two nodes a,b as the master and slave node.
Fig.1 GTFD algorithm
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Heartbeat detection phase: Periodically send the PULL heartbeat signal from a to b in timing system, and all the heartbeat signal will be labeled , also the feedback time will be recorded. Select n consecutive heartbeat feedback time lengths as the reference sequence (0) t represented by the array as:
. During the whole testing process, The n feedback message is needed to be recorded constantly and to be processed by AGO, then array 1 t （ ） is generated, whose expression is (0) ( (1), (2) . Grey dynamic prediction model establishment: The major process of the grey prediction is the establishment of GM(1.1) prediction model [5] [6] [7] , namely, to establish a first-order differential equation for the array
By the least square method , using matrix B and vector ( )
Here, matrix B
(1)
is the gray value of arrival time of the next message. Prediction model test: Before the above algorithm is executed, the grey model GM(1.1) should be tested using the posterior variance method. First we define the residual sequence
（ ） , then calculate variances t and the residual sequence
Calculate the minimum error probability
Precision detection model is divided as shown in Table 1 . 
GTFD algorithm analysis
Dynamic and adaptivity. After running for a certain time, the system will be changing because of various internal factors. But simple detection model GM(1.1) can not reflect the changes in the system. In order to avoid the credibility of detection mode to reduce as time goes, we will change the basis of prediction according to the change of the arrival time of the heartbeat detection information. The prediction result of using GM(1.1) model for long term is affected by the system cycle list size and data changes. If the heartbeat arrival time list is too short, it will make it difficult to establish long-term prediction model. However, if too long, it will make the system unstable, thus reducing the prediction accuracy. Therefore, a fixed window size method is adopted in prediction. Set that heartbeat arrival time n T is the size of the table window size, setting n T as the original class table window. Dynamically slide and change the list over time. The process is as follows:
Set that the initial sequence
, , , t t t t t = （1） （2） （3）… （n） . Establish model GM(1.1) after AGO. Obtain the n+1 prediction value by (3-9). After getting the n+1th actual heartbeat message, make an improvement of the GM 1.1 （ ） model. That is to delete (0) t （1） in the sequence ( ) 
where n T is the window size. So repeatedly, ensure that the data used is updating in the non-stop, and reflect the latest state of the reaction system. Improve the prediction accuracy in the premise, the algorithm not only has the dynamic data updating, adaptation also has forecast the results change with the change of system. Integrity performance. During the heartbeat detection procedure, the right process will receive the message b sends in a moment of the future i t . It has a upper limit value. So in the cases without considering the detection algorithm, the data and parameters which are based on are determined. The predicted values obtained this way have limits. And the next detection is to add a PULL detection while the process a had nott receive the process heartbeat messages from process b . This will only increase the detection time, and won't change boundedness of detection time. Therefore, we can conclude that there is a moment n t , when process a determine that process b fails. Here the moment n t is limited. The formal specification is: : ,
m a t t t a correct t b failed b suspect t ∃ ∀ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ∈ . Thus, the algorithm has strong integrity.
Strong accuracy. The algorithm judges whether the process fails, depending on whether the heartbeat messages arrival time is longer than the time the algorithm predicts. In the next detection process, the time next heartbeat message arrives is obtained by the dynamically changing heartbeat message obtained. The detection time increases along with the detection times. In the end i t , the return message process sent by b will be received by a during the detection. The formal specification is: : , ,
a t t t a b correct t b suspect t ∃ ∀ ≥ ∀ ∈
∉ . Thus, the algorithm has strong accuracy.
GTFD algorithm test
Prediction accuracy. Same as the algorithm in chapter 3.2, GTFD uses the established server cluster as the simulation test platform. The difference is that GTFD adopts the method of sending PULL detection information from mater server to the slave server. When the platform goes stable, 6 pull continuous feedback delay from the unified time system continuous feedback delay as the raw data, shown as It can be concluded by analyzing the above statistics that the accuracy of GTFD is "Excellent", but when the predicted number is greater than a certain number, the prediction accuracy will decrease, which proves that GTFD has high accuracy in short-term prediction process.
Let the first prediction gray value be the original data to start the next prediction, and calculate the new error class table, shown as table 4. Prediction error obtained by introducing the reprediction method is small, which improves the monitoring accuracy.
Tab.4 Next Prediction Error
Adaptive performance test. In the test, when PULL mode is started, Algorithm in automatic adjust the timeout process is shown in figure 2 . The vertical axis represents the timeout the system calculates when the corresponding message arrives, the abscissa represents information number. The horizontal axis represents the information number. Compared with traditional algorithm Hayashibara under the same circumstances, the adaptive performance of GTFD is better. With server clusters as a simulation platform, within the 10-hour test period, the window size value is from 10 to 200, whose influence on the average detection time and error rate is tested. Figure 3 shows the average detection time comparison as the window size values vary from 10 to 200. It can be seen that along with the increase of the number of window, the average detection time have some fluctuations, but the overall rule is to increase with the number of windows. Figure 4 shows the influence of window size on the error rate. Overall, the lager the window size, the less the error rate is. in Chen, in the case when average detection time is approximately the same, the error rate of GTFD is smaller than Chen, thus improving the accuracy of failure detection.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed grey dynamic adaptive detection algorithm GTFD by improving traditional grey prediction model GM (1, 1), and proved its dynamic adaptability, strong integrity and strong accuracy through theory analysis and test. Then, through the experiment on algorithm accuracy, adaptive ability, the window size and the detection time, accuracy, the following conclusions were drew: GTFD algorithm has stronger predictive ability in the case where data is less; It has the adaptive ability to meet failure detection on different business of information system, and the adaptive speed compared to the Hayashibara algorithm is improved in a certain degree. The window size is proportion to the detection time. Finally, under the same network conditions, compared with and the classical Chen algorithm, GTFD is improved in both accuracy and speed in s certain degree.
